
One For Sorrow
by Mary Downing Hahn

Schoolgirl Annie Brown stops
being friends with unpopular
Elsie, but after Elsie dies in the
influenza pandemic of 1918,
she returns as a ghost,
determined to have her
revenge against Annie.

These books can be found in the
J Fiction section of the library.

Ghost Girl

Hush-a-bye

Ghost Squad

by Ally Malinenko

Zee Puckett loves ghost
stories. She just never
expected to be living one. It all
starts with a dark and stormy
night. When the skies clear,
everything is different. People
are missing. And Zee is seeing
frightening things: large, scary
dogs that talk and maybe even
. . . a ghost.

by Jody Lee Mott

Lucy and her younger sister
find a broken doll that has
astonishing powers and a
sinister agenda.

by Claribel Ortega

Casting a spell that
accidentally awakens
malicious spirits that wreak
havoc throughout St.
Augustine, Lucely and Syd
team up with the latter’s
grandmother and tabby cat to
break the curse and save
Lucely’s firefly spirits.

Hide and Don't Seek

by Anica Mrose Rissi

If you're feeling brave, turn the
page. A game of hide-and-seek
goes on far too long... A look-alike
doll makes itself right at home...
And a summer at camp takes a
turn for the braaaains... This
collection of all-new spooky stories
is sure to keep readers up past
their bedtimes.

Lockwood & Co.
The Screaming
Staircase

Nightbooks

Scream and
Scream Again!

by J.A. White

Imprisoned by Natacha, a
witch, in a New York
apartment, Alex must tell her
a new scary story every night
in order to stay alive.

by Jonathan Stroud

Follows three young
operatives of a Psychic
Detection Agency as they
battle an epidemic of ghosts in
London.

by R.L. Stine

An original anthology of scary
short stories, collected in
conjunction with the Mystery
Writers of America, includes
contributions by such best-
selling genre favorites as
Bruce Hale, Chris Rabenstein
and Wendy Corsi Staub.
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Scare Me

Small Spaces

The Night
Gardener

The Jumbies

The Witches

Warren the 13th and
the All-Seeing Eye

Watch Hollow

Coraline

by K.R. Alexander

When the kids from the town
of Happy Hills gather to
participate in an annual
contest to see who can create
the best haunted house
attraction, they discover that
the spooky old manor where
the contest is held has
awakened and is bent on
consuming everyone inside.

by Katherine Arden

After eleven-year-old Ollie's
school bus mysteriously
breaks down on a field trip,
she has to venture through
frightening woods, relying on
her wits to survive and sticking
to small spaces.

by Jonathan Auxier

Irish orphans Molly, fourteen,
and Kip, ten, travel to England to
work as servants in a crumbling
manor house where nothing is
quite what it seems to be, and
soon the siblings are confronted
by a mysterious stranger and
secrets of the cursed house.

by Tracey Baptiste

In a spine-tingling tale that is
rooted in Caribbean folklore,
11-year-old Corinne must call
on her courage and an ancient
magic to stop an evil spirit and
save her island home.

by Roald Dahl

A young boy is placed in the
custody of his eccentric witch-
expert grandmother before
being transformed into a
mouse by an evil coven that is
plotting against local kids.

by Tania del Rio

When his evil aunt takes over
the management of his family's
hotel, 12-year-old Victorian
bellhop and orphan Warren,
resolves to find the treasure first
to preserve his family's legacy, if
the hotel's bizarre guests do not
beat him to it!

by Gregory Funaro

When a mysterious stranger
makes their father an offer to
fix the clock at Blackford
House, Lucy and Oliver Tinker
join forces with the magical
clock animals to defeat a
vicious monster, who wants to
take possession of the house.

by Neil Gaiman

Coraline ventures through a
mysterious door into a world
that is similar, yet disturbingly
different from her own, where
she must challenge a
gruesome entity in order to
save herself, her parents, and
the souls of three others.

What Lives in the
Woods

Skeleton Creek

Oddity

The Last Kids on
Earth

by Lindsay Currie

Ginny is unhappy when her family
moves for the summer; her father
has a job restoring a mansion, but
there are rumors about the forest
next to it: rumors about
strange creatures; Ginny is soon
half convinced that the rumors are
true, because something or
someone is haunting the house.

by Patrick Carman

Although housebound
following an eerie accident,
teenaged Ryan continues to
investigate the strange
occurences in his hometown
of Skeleton Creek, recording
his findings in a journal and
viewing email video clips sent
by fellow detective Sarah.

by Sarah Cannon

Ada Roundtree, a plucky
11-year-old, confronts zombie
rabbits, alien mobs and
Puppet Cartels while
searching for her missing twin
in an imaginative New Mexico
community where beliefs
about normal and unusual are
reversed.

by Max Brallier

After a monster apocalypse
hits town, average thirteen-
year-old Jack Sullivan builds a
team of friends to help slay
the eerily intelligent monster
known as Blarg.
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